
It starts with Christmas,
but it doesn’t have to end there... 

Christmas can raise a lot of questions, and so 
as we head into the new year, why not add 
Alpha to your bucket list?

Alpha allows you to explore questions of the 
Christian faith in an open-minded and friendly 
environment. There’s no cost and no pressure! 
Just lots of great conversation and space to 
think. 

If you enjoy yourself, you’re welcome to return. 
If not, no pressure. Really. 
 
What do you think?
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Mondays at 6:00 p.m.

Pax Christi Catholic Community
in the Great Hall
10675 Jaguar Dr.
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Join a conversation
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Join a conversation 
around life, faith 
and meaning.

Alpha is a series of group conversations 

that explore the basics of the Christian 

faith in a friendly environment. It’s a place 

to connect with people, where you can 

say anything you like or nothing at all. 

Everyone’s welcome. You’re invited, no 

matter your background or beliefs.

Connect with new people

Watch an episode on a question of faith

Share your thoughts & hear from others
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YOU’RE INVITED!
Alpha is a place to connect with other people who 

are open to exploring life, faith, and meaning.  
Each session includes a time to connect with others 

(often over a free meal), hear a short talk on an 
element of the Christian faith, and then a chance 
for each person to share their own questions with 
the group. We’d love to hear your perspective!

Beginning January 16 | 6:00 PM

10675 Jaguar Dr. 
Lone Tree, CO 

80124 
In the Great Hall

paxchristi.org/alpha
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